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71st ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
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ROBIN THOMAS RESERVE
COMMENCING 7.00 PM
Come make a difference. Have a say in how your club is run,
to ensure your club is better for your children.

We would like to thank our major sponsor:
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
This is my seventeenth year as Club President and I must say I still very much enjoy writing this report every year.
Every year throws up new challenges, new experiences and new personal rewards both as President and coach.
I would love to be able to say it was a great year because we had three Grand Champion teams, but alas our four full
field teams all made the semi-finals but none got passed the final match with two of our teams losing in a brutal and
heart breaking penalty shoot-out.
Yes, brutal it was! The beauty of wanting to win a Grand Championship so much is that when you don’t, the pain cuts
deep, but when you do, the glory resonates like nothing else and the memory stays with you forever.
As Vice President of the Association, last weekend I had the duty of handing out Grand Championship medals to the
winning teams. If ever I needed a reason why I coach (but I don’t), then last weekend’s experience was all I needed. I
look forward to all our players one day having the experience of having a medal placed over their head and having it
proudly displayed on their chests… Grand Champion.
Notwithstanding that we did not win a title, we did have good news in that
our mini-roo numbers continue to swell. This season the mini-roos was
again filled with good numbers and plenty of enthusiasm. I am certain that
with the thousands of units being built within walking distance of our home
ground, we will not have any problem with filling multiple mini-roo teams for
the future.
The serious challenge for the club is to have more coaches (and becoming
better coaches) developing our players in to the very best they can be. For
this we need more parents or adults wanting to commit like their children.
In this regard we welcome parents willing to donate their time. What we
don’t want for the future is to turn away children because we just don’t have
any coaches, even inexperienced coaches. So from the outset I say a big
thank you to the coaches, especially the first timers, who volunteered to
coach the mini-roos teams this year. I trust you found it rewarding.
I take this moment to highlight that the full field teams are talented… yes…
but it’s their coaches who are dedicated and continue to want to learn themselves to also become better coaches and
then in turn produce better players and teams. A big thank you all the coaches of these teams. I ask the parents to
ensure you personally thank your child’s coach ... again!
To all the players… THANK YOU… It was a great year... you should all be VERY proud of yourselves! I know I am. I hope
and want to see you next year!!!
Finally thank you to the Club Committee, firstly for the big efforts you all put in every week in helping to run the club
smoothly.
We have introduced a few new things into the club this year and with new parents wanting to be on the management
committee, will come fresh ideas and procedures. I ask that you please help and join the committee to make YOUR
club the best it can be.
So please tells your friends and family and join us all again for another great experience in 2018. WE ARE SOCCER!
We are THE WARATAH!!! ONWARDS TO VICTORY!!
Noel Dona
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SECRETARY’S REPORT
For this year we welcomed in two new Committee members, Paul and Andy. It was great to strengthen the
committee, and I must personally thank Andy for taking the registrar’s job off me. I had been both registrar and
secretary for a couple of years and it was a struggle, and in fact, increased work commitments this year meant I could
not have done both jobs this year. So thanks very much Andy! We are looking to get a few more people on board for
next year - if we spread the work around, it works better for all. Please consider coming to the AGM next month and
putting up your hand for a job, whilst it can be hard work at times, the rewards from contributing to your club and
community are well worth it.
The early wet weather did cause some issues, at one point some people were thinking we would not get on to the field
and it was very hard to get teams and coaches organised when we were not seeing people. But we ended up playing
all 18 rounds, only two of them on Sundays! In the 12 years now that I have been with the club, I think there have
been only two years where we didn’t get all games played and that is normally because it was the last few rounds that
got washed out. Noel and Charles can tell the story of the year where only one game was played, but fortunately that
has proven very rare. So please don’t get disheartened by early wet weather.
This year the club continued its move towards being dominated by the younger players,
which is where much of the fun of the game is. We had a lot of new younger players. When
you add in the lack of early training due to weather, it is not a surprise that many of the
teams struggled early. But by the end of the season they were all getting at least some wins,
which means our teams were improving faster than the opposition teams - which is what we
like to see. I was referee for the U8/Red’s first win of the season and wow, did that get a
fantastic response when I blew the whistle for full-time. I very much enjoyed the U9 games,
not just because they were normally winners, but it was the way they were doing it - great
teamwork that was a pleasure to watch, something the older teams could learn from.
With the exception of our U15s team which struggled and then fell apart, our competition teams had a pretty good
year. Two top-two teams, the 12s and 13s, and the Youth team going further in the State cup then any of our teams
have managed in recent years. The 14s, whilst fourth, had beaten 2 of the three teams above them. Unfortunately
that great performance through the main season meant that Finals day was rather disappointing and I went home
rather sad that day having expected at least two teams would make it to Grand Final day. But regardless, we had had a
good year.
The near future has a worry that we a club will have to deal with - the Parramatta Light Rail will impact us both for
good and bad. The Environmental Impact Statement came out a couple of weeks back and is the main point in the
project when the community can comment on the plans. The current and most likely plan sees it come down our side
of Harris Street, taking three of the giant Fig trees and a strip of land off Field 1. Working in our favour is that Council
has made it clear the that they want Robin Thomas to continue as a soccer field and the Light Rail is to be designed for
this, but some impact is certain and I’m particularly worried about the construction phase (from the end of next year
for several years). We are trying to find out as much as we can in the hope of being able to put in some sensible
suggestions. But there are a couple of benefits which will come our way: The light rail will make us an easy to access
club for a much larger group of people, so we will probably more grow in the longer term. Additionally, if they are
moving the fields are bit, we might be able to arrange for some decent resurfacing and other works that we have been
pushing council to do for some years.
Finally, we are looking for some help with our web site. We must move to a different provider by the end of the year
and as a result, our long delayed plans for an upgraded web site can be put off no longer. If anybody is willing to help,
please let know.
Tony Farrell
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REGISTRAR’S REPORT
This was my first year in the role of club registrar and the first thing I learned was how much effort
is expended by the volunteers that run this community club. The registrar role is nearly a full-time
job for most of the season and yet our current club secretary, Tony, had been doing that job as well
as all the tasks associated with being the secretary for the previous two years and the secretary’s
role is the harder one! I saw first-hand how important people power was in order for the club to
work and so it was an easy decision to step in and help take some of the load off Tony’s shoulders.
Our club is an old club that has existed for over 100 years as a purely volunteer operation and we intend to be here in
for another 100 years. It is this aspect of how the club functions, the volunteer aspect, that I think was not emphasised
enough for all those new to the club because some teams weren’t settled until well after the season was underway
due to not enough volunteers stepping forward. If this is your local club, due to your proximity to the clubhouse,
please have a think about filling in one of the many volunteer roles that the club needs filled in order that the club
functions better.
The main reason we need more help is that we are growing as a club and the forecast is for more growth due to the
main high-rise developments near completion near our home ground. Last year we had 172 players registered
throughout 15 teams, this year it was 216 players and 16 teams, although we did actually start out with 20 teams and
not all of those 216 players survived to be playing by the end of the season. Regardless, it is clear to see the significant
jump in membership which we anticipate will continue.
The other less well-known aspect is just how well Granville Waratah SFC is woven into the fabric of the community and
has been for many years. Two stories spring to mind I’d like to share:
At the start of the season I was looking to joining our over 35s team as I was itching to play soccer this season. They
were having a meeting in the pub across the road from our clubhouse to see if the team was viable for this year and I
was welcome to come along and say hi. As it turned out it wasn’t viable and I had to look further afield to find a team
to play in but I had a couple of beers with some of the lads and they shared some stories of the club’s heyday of the
‘70s and ‘80s.
In those days on match day, most of the pub would empty and come and cheer on the lads playing in the first and
second division, and then once the games were over, everyone including the players would go back over the road to
celebrate or commiserate with their friends and family. There was a real connection between the club and the
community that ensured and protected the health of the club for the years ahead.
There still is a connection between club and community but we struggle each year to renew it due to the roughly 50%
of members who move away from the area each year, and the huge numbers of new members expected each year.
This is why we need to improve the consciousness of the importance of being a volunteer for the club.
The other story is that more than once this season I’ve met people who’ve come down to see the teams play on a
Saturday because they used to do it themselves many years ago. Their experience was filled with such positives and
they remembered and revered their memories to the extent that they thought a good day out was to come and see
our current crop of future soccer stars have a go on a cold wintery Saturday morning. I felt very proud to introduce
myself as the club registrar at those moments in light of the history of the club and I hope people
will continue to do such things but we need a good and healthy club for this to happen.
Please help us out by registering early next year (online in mid-January) but more importantly,
volunteering to be the coach or manager or assistant coach or whatever of your team. Coaching
courses are usually offered in March and April and the club will do all it can to support anyone who
wishes to become a coach for the club.
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Regarding the club’s weekly e-newsletter, I hope most of you were receiving it as it was a labour of love for me each
week since our first game of the season. It was from those newsletters that I sourced all of the photos used in this
edition so if your team’s report didn’t have any photos it’s because I didn’t receive any during the season! We intend
to produce newsletters next season to so please can everyone hit the ground running with some action shots of your
children in action along with a match report on what amazing things happened during the game and only a few days
later, you can re-live all the glory or anguish with your Wednesday morning breakfast.
See you all next year!
Andy Gianniotis

PERPETUAL AWARDS 2017
Perpetual Awards for this year go to the following:

U6/Blue
U6/Blue
U6/Green
U6/Green
U6/Red
U6/Red
U7/Blue
U7/Blue
U7/Red
U7/Red
U8/Blue
U8/Blue
U8/Green
U8/Green
U8/Red
U8/Red
U9/Red
U9/Red
U10/1
U10/1
U11/3
U11/3
U12/3
U12/3
U13/2
U13/2
U14/2
U14/2
Youth/1
Youth/1

K & B Shield
H Bremmell Shield
K & B Shield
H Bremmell Shield
K & B Shield
H Bremmell Shield
Mary Fox Shield
L. Walker Shield
Mary Fox Shield
L. Walker Shield
T. Mangion Shield
D. Shipton Shield
T. Mangion Shield
D. Shipton Shield
T. Mangion Shield
D. Shipton Shield
R. Burnett Shield
Frank Jacob Shield
I. Tye Shield
Borg Trophy
Paul Black Trophy
Tony Farrell Shield
B R Guy Trophy
G. Kell Shield
Mark Jankovic Shield
Sutherland Shield
Vince Wyatt Trophy
Colin Kehoe Shield
D & L Painters
Rick Paye

Best and Fairest
Most Improved
Best and Fairest
Most Improved
Best and Fairest
Most Improved
Most Outstanding
Most Improved
Most Outstanding
Most Improved
Most Outstanding
Most Improved
Most Outstanding
Most Improved
Most Outstanding
Most Improved
Best and Fairest
Most Improved
Best and Fairest
Most Improved
Most Consistent
Most Improved
Best & Fairest
Most Improved
Most Consistent
Most Improved
Most Consistent
Most Improved
Most Consistent
Most Improved
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Rana Haddad
Ejaz Mirza
Dontae Viran
Dhruv Mangal
Rhys Daniel Bautista
Rashan Rajakaruna
Siddhant Madi
Ethan Yin
Nathan Jacono
Soham Deshpande
Frank Wongwai
Sarah Nadeem
Adee Rashid
Hrrishi Turakhia
Mathieu Huang-Hackiewicz
Leo Talmont
Qasim Elemam
Peter Coote
Tharuka Thantirige
Nabil Jawadi
Gene Kneipp
Joy Patel
Aavash Pant
Adnan Abdallah
Shreyansh Shrestha
Sam Mandwi
Atharva Dudhe
Mohammad Hatami
Ahmed Mohamed Ali
Franklin Kobi

PLAYER OF THE YEAR
The Bill Henderson Player of the Year Award – in honor of a great man, a true gentleman, who played for our club as a
junior between 1944-47 and then went on the become An Australian Socceroo in 1953 and an Australian Olyroo in
1956.
So how do we decide the winner? Is it the clubs best and most talented player? Not necessarily. Is it the player who
tries the hardest? Not necessarily. Is it the clubs fairest player? Not necessarily, though the committee decided that a
player who has received a red card, whilst it does not disqualify that player from winning the award, it would make it
extremely difficult.
After much discussion within the committee, we determined the award is designed to recognize 3 very important
characteristics we look for in all our players. Three characteristics that Bill Henderson himself has endorsed. The
winner must consistently display;
1.
2.
3.

Sportsmanship
Effort and commitment - to game day, training, team and club
Leadership - by word and actions

Each coach was asked to nominate a player or players who they believe meet these characteristics. The discussion was
very healthy and vigorous and after almost 1 hour of deliberation, we had a winner of THE HIGHEST HONOR WITHIN
OUR CLUB.

The winner of the Bill Henderson Player of the Year Award goes to;

Shreyansh Shrestha
from

Under 13s Div 2
‘CONGRATULATIONS!!’
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YOUNG PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Whilst the Club Player of the Year Award acknowledges a special player amongst our full field teams, this award
acknowledges a special player from our Mini-Roos teams.

The winner of the Young Player of the Year Award goes to;

Cade Hargreaves
from

Under 11s Div 3
‘CONGRATULATIONS!!’
***********************************************************************************

JUDICIARY RECORD 2017
Our Judiciary record for the year is summarised as follows:
Team
12/3
13/2
14/2
17/1
TOTAL

Yellow Cards (cautions)
0
2
3
8
12

Historical Record
Year
Yellow Cards (cautions)
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010

35
34
62
2
25
29
50

Red Cards (send offs)
0
0
0
4
4

Red Cards (send offs)
4
2
13
0
3
7
11

Remember that our club is a proud supporter of Zero Tolerance and we aim to set the standard for other clubs to
follow!
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TEAM OF THE YEAR
In season 2002 the Executive Committee introduced this new Award in honour of a life member of the club, the late
Mr Frank Jacob. This Award has each team within the club in competition against the other. The Award is based on a
points system recognising a team’s achievement and most important of all, their fair play.
The points system is as follows;
1 point for every point earned from the regular competition.
3 points for minor premiers
5 points if undefeated
3 points for making semi-finals
3 points for making finals
5 points for Grand finalists
7 points for Grand Champions
2 points deducted for every yellow card
5 points deducted for every red card
Team
U8 Blue
U8 Green
U8 Red
U9 Red
U10/1
U11/3
U12/3
U13/2
U14/2
U17/1

Comp.
Points
15
28
19
39
27
8
44
46
38
38

Minor
Prem.

Undef.

Semi
Final

Finalist

Grand
Finalist

Grand
Champ

Yellow

Red

Total

12

15
28
19
42
27
8
48
48
38
22

3

4
4
3
4

2
3
8

This Award has each team within the club in competition against the other. The Award is based on a points system
recognising a team’s achievement and most important of all, their fair play.

And the winner of the Team of the Year Award goes to …

UNDER 12’s & 13’s
‘CONGRATULATIONS!!’
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END-OF-SEASON TEAM REPORTS
Under 6 Blue-WHT
If we were going to judge the season by the number of games we won or goals we scored, there wouldn't be very
much to celebrate. But we're here to celebrate the players: Rohan, Miles, Rana, Arush, Troy and Ejaz.
These kids just LOVE playing soccer. Every week they turned up and did their best and had lots of fun. The parents
were extremely proud to watch them work so hard and display so much integrity and good will. The players learned
lots of new skills as the weeks went on, and individual strengths and hidden talents emerged and grew.
Every goal scored and saved was hard earned and duly celebrated. It was wonderful watching the camaraderie
develop and grow from game to game. The parents couldn't be prouder of this group of mighty players who gave it
their all each week.
The team:
Something clicked with Ejaz mid-season and he became a fanatical, responsible and formidable
defender. Kids don't want to be defenders because they all want to be Ronaldo or Messi but Ejaz has
just got it. To score against us, you had to get past our bulldozer Ejaz. His dad Nadim says that he is
now fascinated with soccer, wants to play every day. We saw the results on the field!
We won one game this season (apart from the games we won by forfeit) and those goals came off
Rana's boot. The only girl on the team and in fact in the whole draw, Rana had to occasionally put up
with some sexism on the field, but she never let it bother her - she just showed all those players what girls can do!
Rana's ridiculously efficient running style (which means she never puffs out) means that she is always first to the ball
when the opponents have it means she was a great forward. Rana can score goals, she's fast and she wants the ball.
Miles has skills and experience but sometimes has to be reminded to hustle! He knows how to score and scores with
cleverness when required which means he has forward ability but in the long term, Miles is probably a midfielder.
Harry Kewell was a midfielder but he is left handed and a good left midfielder is hard to come by. Miles is a work in
progress and his basic skills are there and he does seek results when he has the ball.
Rohan is smart and hungry for the ball and growing up quick, physically improving every training session
and every game. He is also fast and when he is committed, he's formidable. Rohan alternated between
forward with Rana or defence if Ejaz was off, moving smoothly between the two roles.
Troy was brilliant at making fantastic clearing kicks. Troy could run up to a moving ball and boot it
forward with his first touch (towards our goal, not kicking it out and the ball went where he planned,
each time) turning the opposition around and giving us advantage. He also had a wonderful easy-going
nature and was always happy to do what was asked, with gusto.
The secret weapon of the team, Arush has amazing soccer skills and always shows passion and fight,
pulling back the ball while dribbling, confusing his opponents and getting around them and asserting himself. Arush
has a lot of flair which made him the ideal scrapper - collecting the ball and booting or dribbling it forward.
A very special thanks and acknowledgement to coach Paul and assistant coach Sandeep for their dedication and
commitment to the team this season.
Manager Joyce
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Under 6 Green
The soccer season has come to an end and what a season 2017 was. It was a
dawn of a new era for all the players, parents and especially the coach (me)
involved. It was the first time all the players had started playing soccer in a
competitive environment and also being part of a great club, Granville
Waratah.
Personally it’s like I’ve come full circle. I used to play my junior and youth
years with Granville Waratah and now I am actually coaching for the club.
Not only that, my son (Dontae) is also playing for the club, which is a proud
moment for me.
At the start of the season, I was like all parents bringing my son for his first
training session for the year. Little did I think that I would end up coaching
my son’s team as no one else had volunteered. From there, the journey began with the Under 6 Green Team and what
a journey it has been. We had a couple of wins, losses and draws throughout the year but the most important thing
for me is all the effort and the fun the team had throughout the year.
Dontae, Dhruv, Nabhya, Sheryas, Pranshu, Parsa and Yash are great group of kids who have progressed and improved
immensely in their first season.
We started the season off with a great victory over Parramatta City then little
did we realise what a challenge the rest of the season would be.
As the season progressed, the team’s attitude and disciple to training skills
improved and they were like a well-drilled army. Their progression had
showed on game day with their "never give up" mentality.
Dhruv was the surprise packet for the season. His improvement and
progression throughout the year was outstanding and he also scored a couple
of classy goals along the way. Being the youngest in the team, he was
punching above his weight but he did not disappoint.
Parsa was a shining light from the start of the season. Always putting in 100% and was always menacing attack. He
ran his little heart out all over the park and was always there when his team needed him in attack or defence.
Dontae knew he was in for a tough season from the get go. Not only was I his dad but I was also his coach. But he
lived up to the hype and expectation I expected from him. He had a break out season, always leading from the front
and performing for his team when they needed him most. He has a thunderous right boot and scored from all over the
park. His defence was solid as a brick wall, which made him a great all-rounder for the team.
Yash was prepared for battles and always in superhero mode. With his signature superhero poses, he had a great
season. Always committed and never letting his teammates down.
Pranshu always had a smile on his face and always gave 100% on the field. Always committed to learning new skills
and always had a great attitude.
Sheryas was always full of energy and had a great debut season. Always helping his team mates when in need
whether it would be on game days or at training.
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Nabhya was a little rocket who loved to talk. He was never lost of words and always had something to say. He has
shown continuous improvement on the field and that’s all you can ask of your players.
I guess the defining moment for this season was our final game against Lidcombe. The
last time we had played them, we had been smashed by more than 8 goals.
After leading for the majority of the match, we ended up losing by 2-1 when Lidcombe
scored in the dying seconds of the match.
We were so close in knocking off the best team in the competition and our performance
did not go unnoticed. The Lidcombe coach came to me after the game saying your team
was the best out their today and deserved the win. He also commented how much our team had improved from the
last time we played and the team and the coach deserved credit for that. To end the season on a positive note was a
great feeling for the team.
The team will be back again next year raring to go.
Coach Daniel
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Under 6 Red-BLK
Well what a year! Talk about first time for everything, not only was this the first time
for most of our players, it was also the first time for the coaches, Rish and Ish and me
as a manager. Though challenging at times, it was very rewarding and what a great
time we all had. Thank you to our super hero team, they did a fantastic job throughout
the year, even though we didn't win every game, the kids always had a positive attitude
and always gave 110%, always striving to do their best but having fun at the same time.
Rhys fondly calls himself the striker, defender and our entertainer. He excelled as the
team striker, scoring a lot of our team’s crucial goals and when required he would
willingly fall back and defend with great skill and confidence.
Rashan, our most consistent player, showed his outstanding ability to trap and dribble the ball, change direction and
run like the wind to the goal and shoot. He truly scored a lot of the team’s goal this year.
Dewan, our sprint runner, improves in leaps and bounds as his confidence just
kept growing as the season went on. He had great games with tremendous saves.
He played several different positions this year, defending like a machine and had
opportunities scoring goals.
Joanne, our princess, put her heart and soul into learning the art of soccer. She
was enthusiastic at training, ready to dribble the ball or tackle the player. She
showed great tenacity on the field.
Romir, a team player, he was involved in passing the ball and chasing down the
opposition, executing some outstanding tackles, and then passing the ball onto
his team mates.
Jaiden, a strong midfielder, he attacks the ball with great strength and moves the ball forward to the goal.
I would like to thank all the Mums Kawbaz, Rashmi, Sureshni, Manar and Dads Ali, Sardar, Ramil, Randy for
their commitment in turning up to training and games each week, most especially for bringing oranges and yummy
treats for the kids. If it wasn't for you, we wouldn't have a team. A special thank you to Coach Paul Murphy for taking
our kids on the last few weeks of training and a big thanks to the Granville club in making sure we have our attractive
uniform, matching drink bottles and balls and for keeping us informed through our newsletters, Game Guru App and
emails.
I remember with fondness the days when
they were all running the wrong way, and
it seems so long ago that the promise of
Kinder chocolate was the main motivation
for playing the game. Now they’ve grown
and they continue to amaze us with their
progress, new found skills, sportsmanship
and team spirit. They jelled well as a
team and found lasting friendship along
the way. Well done kids! Till we meet
again x.
Manager Michelle
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Under 7 Blue
The U7 blues had a tough start
to the season, struggling to field
a full team for the first few
weeks. With numbers low in all
three under 7s teams, the
sensible decision was made to
merge the Green team into the
other two. The new
combination never looked back.
Steady improvement
throughout the year saw a team
that only won one of its first
eight matches to then win five
out of the next nine.
Standout player throughout the
season was Siddhant who
probably scored 75% or more of
the team's goals. His speed and
control were outstanding.
However, it was by no means a one person team - almost everyone scored at least one goal and contributed as best
they could every single week.
Faheem had just about the
strongest kick in the whole
competition, Sadaf was always
in the thick of the action and is
cool, calm and collected when
on the ball. Darsh found good
positions, Soham was a rock in
defence for both us and the
Red team. Sameep was the
coolest under pressure, Oliver
re-gained his confidence
producing some good passes,
Rayan also improved and Ethan
could cover the whole field in a
flash.
Many thanks to Sandeep for
writing the match reports, and
Sammi for game-day coaching
and substitutions. Even more
thanks to Andy for coaching,
and some management, of our
team all in addition to the commitment he had with his own team.
Hope to see everyone again next year!
Manager Michael
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Under 7 Red
What a rollercoaster of a season that was! Our Under 7 Reds started off with a
bang with an 8-0 win over Dundas United but little did we know things weren’t
going to go so well in the forthcoming weeks. We proceeded to lose the next four
games in a row, letting in 30 goals while only scoring 7 in reply.
We finally break the winless streak with a gritty 2-1 win over Newington but then
disaster strikes! We lose two of our best players to academy training. Not to
worry, we’ll just nick the best players from the Blue team!
We draft into the team Veydant and then Soham to fill in the gaps left by Jordan
and Eilam but it would take a while for the team to finally click and we only win
one of the next eight games.
The last game of this streak, however, was the game that turned our season around completely. We hit upon a
particularly good strategy of kicking the ball in from touch that was light years better than our previous one and
suddenly we weren’t making mistakes that lead to goals.
The following 3-game win streak was the golden age of our season and it was truly satisfying to see the team finally
start to click, get all the fundamentals right, and win games by dominating the play. By season’s end, we were playing
so well as a team we didn’t want it to end. Hopefully we’ll have the core of team to draw upon next year because it
would be a shame to lose the cohesion we struggled all season to forge!
The team:
Dhruv, Harsh, Gaby and Soham were our mainstays in defence and by the season’s end were the reason we were
starting to win games. Defenders don’t usually get as much glory as the strikers and so their work can be unheralded
sometimes but let it be said that our four
defensive heroes were so glorious in keeping
the clean sheet that won us the game against
Newington that started our golden age winning
streak, that they scooped all the awards I could
give them. I hope you all come back next
season because you’ll all be needed when our
on-field player roster expands from 4 to 7
players!
Our best defender was Gaby who pulled off 30
tackles, blocks, and goal-saving tackles followed
closely by Soham who played five games less
(stats wise) so congrats to you both!
Troy was the quickest in the team and was able
to show off his pace a few times during the
season but shouldn’t be too discouraged if his
goal tally wasn’t as high as he’d hoped, the
bigger pitches in the years to come will surely
help his cause. He is also developing into a
great team player with his passing stats the
second highest in the team.
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Special thanks to Sadaf for filling in for whichever under 7 team needed her. She is great on the ball and plays a useful
role every time she is on the pitch and so she certainly deserves to be in a more settled team next year! Special
mention also to Eilam and Jordan who were with us at the start of the season but then left to be academy stars, we
did sort of miss you guys when you left, but we hope you are doing well and are happy!
Veydant and Nathan scored half of the team’s season total of 30 goals between them and I
will admit that it was hard to adhere to my policy of allowing equal playing time to all players
as I wanted to just leave the pair on all game. You can see when they play that they both have
a deep passion for the game and love the competitive aspect of it. I wish Veydant could have
started the season with us, it would have been interesting to see how his stats compared to
Nathan’s who swept the board in nearly every category but played three games more than
Veydant. I fervently hope they both come back next year so we can see!
Overall, this season was a challenge in that I ended up coaching the entire under 7 age group
and I think our under 7 Reds suffered a bit as a result but it all came good by season’s end. I’m
chalking it down as an experience to learn from and am very much looking forward to next
year’s season and the challenges it will surely bring.
Once again, many thanks to Alaena for keeping the parents organized during the year, and to
Bhavesh, Dipak, and Sam for their assistant coaching and stat keeping help during games. Hope to see you all next
season!
Coach Andy
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Under 8 Blue
The team slowly came together during the first weeks of the season with a final complement of ten players. They
enjoyed the Wednesday evening training sessions which involved some skills work and fun activities. Playing a team
sport was a new experience for some and a continuation for others. Players had to get to know each other so that
friendships could transfer into teamwork on the field. This dynamic developed during the season and was very evident
in our last few games where passing of the ball between players was excellent.
The first few games of the season resulted in big wins to the opposition teams and the players became a little
disheartened, however they started to build combinations on the field and became more conscious of the importance
of staying in positions, especially in defence. Our first win of the season was well celebrated by the players and
supporters. The final games were close matches with the
team strong in attack and scoring goals.
The team:
Carter became our goalkeeper for the majority of the
season and did an excellent job with great saves. He was
able to kick the ball strongly down field to allow our
attacking players to enter the opposition half. When he
had a break from goalkeeping he was always solid in
defence making good tackles.
Joshua was always strong in the attacking role and
scored some great goals, including the team’s first of the
season. He built a great combination with Frank and this
led to many scoring opportunities.
Frank showed a great deal of enthusiasm in all games and was always trying to put himself or other players into goal
scoring positions. He scored a great goal in one game where he dribbled down the right flank from inside his half,
beating defenders and slotting the ball past the opposition keeper. His defence was also very solid.
Mewan displayed an eagerness to compete in every game especially in a defensive role. He enjoyed contesting the
ball and pulled off some great tackles. He also had some great shots at goal when in attack.
Francis was a very solid player in both attack and defence. He always had lots of energy and played a strong role in the
midfield with his powerful kicks downfield, giving our strikers opportunities to threaten the opposition goal.
Sarah was an enthusiastic member of the team at training and especially on game day. She was always never too far
from the ball and showed great determination when tackling opposition payers.
Vedant showed a willingness to learn at training and also follow instructions. He became accustomed to his role as
one of the two defenders and did an excellent job in protecting the goalkeeper.
Rishit was a good team player and performed well in any position he was given. He enjoyed contesting the ball and
gaining possession for the team. He was good at clearing the ball when the team was in trouble.
Varish displayed a keenness to get on the field and make a contribution. His skill
levels improved as the season progressed.
Dhyan had a great attitude and enjoyed being part of the team. He enjoyed
training and his skill levels improved as the season progressed.
Congratulations to all the players for their commitment to training and also their
enthusiasm on game day. Good luck next year in the Under 9s!
Coach Mike
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Under 8 Green
What a fantastic season we all just had! We started of slowly, losing our first 5 matches of the season, to then
progressing to being the best team in our competition!
We struggled at the beginning of the year, playing against teams with great skill and
teamwork but all of a sudden everything clicked and we started to dominate teams.
The marked improvement was due to our defense with both Rayan and Deon playing
pivotal roles at the back both players were uncompromising allowing very few goals
to be scored.
The coach’s player of the year Sarth had an outstanding season playing as sweeper
was the rock at the back but with his excellent skills on the ball I was forced to play
him in a more attacking role by
the end of year, scoring some
impressive goals.
Our goal-scoring machine Addi was also a star, scoring many goals
all year with opposition teams marking him very hard especially
when we played them again.
Jonno played the most important role in the team not only scoring
many a goal but also setting up some fabulous goals with his great
vision and passing.
The most improved player for the year Hrishi also had a great year
with his vision and time on the ball he come up with many great
decisions throughout the year with his passing.
Angus was our best supporting
player who was everywhere, scored
and saved many goals, he never
stops running and has a great love for the game.
Our keeper Tanay who played his first season in goal also had a great year with many
saved and with only improvement ahead of him will be even better next season.
And our only girl in the team Ava who was a great support for the team always giving
her best and playing a major role in our improvement so overall we had a fantastic
season the kids and parents all had a very satisfying year watching their kids grow as
individuals and as a team
I'd like to thank all the parents for their commitment throughout the entire season and
I'm looking forward to another great year ahead.
I'd also like to thank all who helped me through-out the year, a special mention to Luis.
Coach Steve
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Under 8 Red
The soccer season has come to an end. This season all the team players have discovered so many new traits such as;
players being a goalie, learning the positions on the field and working with team mates to play in union. We all had so
much fun throughout the season, from the start of the season to the last game, it is very clear the efforts and skills the
team have learnt.
We need to thank the team players for their enthusiasm, motivation and amazing
sportsmanship.
We have seen a team mate be extremely excited about being Goalie, and he missed the
ball during one play, which meant that the other team got a goal; the goalie was so upset
about this. The team mates ran to him instead of starting the new play, the team grabbed
the player and told him he had performed well and there was nothing to be upset about.
The team stopped the game to comfort their friend and team mate. We lost the game
that day, but it was a success for us.
Jack: Our serious defender. Has the passion and enthusiasm of a professional player... “Make no mistake!”
Ulises: The Goalie, has found
his calling, with super-fast
reflexes…
Leo: Midfielder, doesn’t miss
a beat, he will keep up with
the game and has incredible
passing skills.
Ethan: has mastered passing
and scoring being an amazing
midfielder and striker
Matthieu: our pocket rocket
scores goals, like nobody’s
business. He has scored the
most goals of the season.
Elijah: our newest team
member fitted straight in and played with fight and passion.
Zabian: has loved being Goalie and has made so much progress with his swift passing skills.
Rhys: A fair and skilled player who challenges the ref and justice is served!
A great line from Coach Cetin this season: (directing the children to look up into the Sky he asks) “what’s up there?“
The children reply “the clouds“, coach responds with “WELL GET YOUR HEADS OUT OF THERE!”
Thanks coaches, Cetin & Louie for the hard work and commitment to the team. Thank you to all the parents for your
support and encouragement throughout the season.
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Under 9 Red
What an awesome effort from the Under 9 Reds. To go through the whole season and only lose 2 games is a massive
achievement. Credit to the whole team!
There were three outstanding players: our two star strikers Nithin and
Ryan were outstanding with their fancy footwork and ball skills, and
Qasim was the huge improver in defence, those long kicks got the team
out of trouble on numerous occasions.
Ali is showing a lot of potential and will grow into a strong player in
2018.
The team’s two amazing goal keepers, Mohammad and Peter: thanks to
you guys and your great effort. Basil your great corner kicks were on the
mark all the time.
We had a large team and it is hard to mention all the players - it is a
team sport and a great team, I am so proud to have had the opportunity
to be the manager of this great team.
Congratulations to our magnificent coach Shoaib for a fantastic season – without you we would surely have lost more
games. Let’s take this experience we have had in 2017 and bring on 2018!
Manager David
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Under 10 Div 1
Only days before our first game the team was almost disbanded,
money returned and children unable to play soccer. We had enough
players for two teams, half of which have never played before, no
coach and clearly nowhere near the skills to compete in our division.
At the last moment, a few parents stepped in to share the coaching
role and the club also decided to merge both teams into one U10
division 1 team. In the hardest division, we were building from
scratch. The coaches had to learn to coach and the players had to
learn to play. Our first training session was introducing each player to
the team and to the game. Given the number of players, that was the
end of training.
In the first few games we were beaten 13-1 and 9-1. After successive losses like that, the impact is numbing. We even
lost some players permanently. In training we kept focussed on our strategy, simply stop conceding so many goals.
We had to stop losing like that. Our more experienced players stepped up to mentor the juniors. We built the team
from the back. We allocated a defensive captain and we cycled goal keepers. Our training regime was intense and
everybody rose to the occasion. Parents took turns to train, wash clothes, cut oranges, and even car pooled. The
atmosphere in the team was addictive. We even attracted players from other age groups who begged to join our
training sessions. On the field, we only asked for courage from the boys. Not to be afraid. We never inflated
expectations nor built grandiose plans, we just wanted heart. The outcome was irrelevant.
And, the boys delivered. I won't give
names nor call out individuals,
honestly because on the field each
told their own amazing story. Every
game offered a glimpse of their true
potential. What the boys lacked in
skill the compensated with attitude.
During the games the eyes of each boy
would plead for endorsement from his
friends, his coach, and his parents as
he gave his all. Our more experienced
players were finding more and more
room to razzle and dazzle on the field.
We saw the team go from pointing to aeroplanes in the sky and playing robots on the field to being subbed due to
exhaustion, colliding with opposition players and fighting for every ball. The more they were challenged the more they
responded. When I look back at the year the only word that comes to mind is heart. How many teams can brag about
their boys competing to play in defence? How many teams can brag about their strikers wanting to be goal keepers?
How many superstars in the other teams are defenders? This heart wins over other hearts and I recall opposition
coaches cheering our boys on.
Yes we lost games... but we also won games. Something we never imagined. The deeper into the season the more
competitive we became. As our defensive line strengthened, the attackers attacked. We had our share of amazing
goals and unbelievable saves. Some of our more memorable games were against Auburn and Berala where these well
trained teams were beaten by us 7-0.
Whatever the boys think of the year, I'm certain the only feeling they have is longing for the next season. Perhaps
because they know, deep inside, they did well... and that itch never goes away. The boys are too kind for giving us
these memories.
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Under 11 Div 3
The U11s were looking at building to the future this year... and it was successful.
In a season where results weren't overly flattering, the team persisted in building a base to make them more than
competitive for next year's season on the full field.
The season started with the team training with Coach Goran and his U12s (many thanks) while the team still searched
for a coach of their own. Once we found a coach, it was decided that a new formation would also be needed.
We experimented with wing backs. This is a very hard position to play. It involves controlling one side of the field
from defence to attack and is extremely physical. There were three players in mind for this. They were Tyson, Gene
and Manraj. These three did a fantastic job playing in a new position. These boys had to defend to win the ball, then
play through midfield by either passing or
dribbling and then go forward and attack
the goal and either cross the ball towards
the goal for our striker(s) or shoot and do it
for 25 minute halves.
Our defenders were also getting used to
playing with less players playing in the
backline as well. Joey, Dhairya and Joy
anchored our defence this year. At times all
three showed poise and composure to stop
attacking raids from the opposition and
start attacking raids of our own (Dhairya
running at you in full flight is something to
behold, unless if course you're the one
having to defend it!).
Our midfielders this year learnt how to
control a game. With Tushar owning the centre midfield, we had a solid outlet. We used a lot of different players, and
even tactics at times in the midfield position. The introduction of "The bash brothers" (Prakhar and Gurneel) certainly
put some players out of their comfort zones and made it almost impossible to win a ball in the air (they're both very
tall boys).
Cade was our Mr Fix it this year. He
spent a lot of time in goals (we didn't
have a specialist 'keeper) and also every
other position except striker this year.
Gowrav also played in midfield and at
times defence. He was a very good
contributor to the team and never gave
up on anything.
Fatima joined the team this year and we
learnt very early on that she could mark
a player out of a game. She improved
every game.
Our strikers were Soumil and Mujtaba.
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Soumil was our leading goal scorer for the season (11). With his pace and ability to read the game, he and Tushar
made some amazing plays to create opportunities and score goals. Mujtaba only got 1 goal for the season, but it was
our only winning goal (he's still celebrating it!)
Overall the U11s improved dramatically this year. We won 1 game and had 2 draws. We also became a team that
other coaches and teams respected
I'd like to thank some people:
-

Goran and the U12's for teaching, training and supporting the team all
season long
The Astill family for the awesome photos that were featured in the
newsletters and What's App group.
The Kneipp family for providing fruit for the kids at halftime (I need to
know where you get those mandarins from)
Both Shah families for setting up the WhatsApp group (Soumil) and
both for refereeing.
The Paul family for helping me at training with the team, being our
team official consistently and even refereeing a game.
Every single parent, family member for supporting the team.

Hope you all come back next year!
Coach Charles
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Under 12 Div 3
After coaching the under 10’s last year, I was looking forward to the challengers for this season with under 11’s
competition. However after some discussion with the Granville Waratah board they convinced me to take on most of
my 11’s team and combine them with some of the under 12’s players. This was a huge step as I was concerned
whether most of my under 11’s will adapt playing a full size field with a full squad. The challenge was on to get this
new team to work together and knowing the new players what capability each individual player had. Without knowing
the competition level my thoughts at the start of the season, if we finished mid table, I would have been happy. Little
did I know the determination the player’s put in during training and game
day to exceed my expectation, come end of the season.
The season started off well with some nice victories. We did concede a
goal here and there but I was determined to improve our defence to
ensure we did not concede easy goals. The first 4 rounds was a trial to
determine best positions for each player. Fifth round we did lose our first
game. However the team did bounce back. However we did have
another loss against the team that went undefeated all season.
The season finished well after only losing 2 games and 2 draws we finished
2nd for the season. I was so proud of the team! Come the final series, we
were determined to get to the grand final. As a coach I was quite
confident we could and would reach it.
First week of finals did not go well after losing to Auburn 5-1. Weather
played a major factor with the high winds on the day. The 2nd week of
finals saw a game which we absolutely dominated the opposition to end
up in a penalty shoot-out and lose the match. Some of the boys were devastated after the game and I felt for the
team. We could do no more and accept it, and learn from this experience. After the match the coach from the
opposing team even said we were the better team, but sometimes
in football lady luck was not on our side.
Up front, the main goal scorers for the team were Wisam, Sanchit,
Sandeep and Dev while the mid field also contributed in scoring
and assisting like Ricky, Rudra, Reyaj, Ibrahim, Kashif and the
leading goal scorer Aavash. Defenders also did an outstanding
effort throughout the season with the likes of Aaron, Dean, Kenan,
Ishan and Adnan.
The team went through a number of goal keepers throughout the
season, with Mak, Dev, Kenan and Reyaj all doing quite well
between the sticks. Also special mention to Aimah, Arten, and
Sanithu for attending training sessions and some games,
throughout the season.
As a coach I was very proud of the team and hopefully they will be
back together come season 2018. I would like to thank all the
players and in particular the parents for assisting throughout the
season.
Coach Goran
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Under 13 Div 2
After last year’s disappointment of being knocked out in the semi-finals, this season we were committed to going
deeper into the finals. In fact we were committed to be Grand Champions. We recruited some new players that gave
the team, more speed depth and talent. We had quite a large number of players wanting to play. I did not want to
turn any player away so I kept all 21 players having 17 regulars in the starting squad and 4 in the training squad but by
the end of the year, every player had an opportunity to play some minutes on the field.
After some pre-season training I believed we would be a strong chance at winning the title. It
was a good team that needed time to blend and find their groove.
The first round started with an expected loss to Newington. The team gave away an own goal
(first goal ever for Moey) but I could see good things were ahead. Two weeks later we lost
again to the eventual grand champions Wenty Uniting. BUT… We did not lose again until the
semi-finals… and Ali in goals kept 8 clean sheets!
The team came together very well after some positional changes, the chemistry was looking better each week. It
started with the fullbacks. The back 4 of Sam, Amalie, Shree and Nicholas were simply awesome and trying to get past
THE WALL proved too difficult for most teams. Sam improved immeasurably and got stronger throughout the year.
Amalie refused to be intimated, never took a backward step and would fight with every ounce she had. Shree was like
a hammer, blunting every attack on our goal and was paid the best compliment by the Wenty Uniting’s coach
describing him as the best in the competition. And his combination with Nicholas was the strongest in the
competition. Nicholas had Shree’s speed and was a natural left footer with a sweet kick. No one outpaced either of
them and together they would use their defence to promote our and advance our attack.
In the mid field we had many options to support the general Mohamed who missed last year’s semi-final. Braha was
full of enthusiasm and was up to the challenge each week and was a player the team could count on to deliver. Deniz
played some important minutes and used his Soccer IQ to make very good impacts. Rohan was a revelation on the
flanks in his first year of club soccer and has loads of natural talent to impress and serves well with his very good team
work mentality. On the other flank was Hesam who has pace to burn and with some extra work on his ball control will
be fantastic next season.
Kamail joined the team after a few
rounds and had an immediate
impact with his speed and hustle on
the ball. It was his first year and got
much better when he understood
positional play. And of course how
can we forget his Player of the
Match performance when we beat
Wenty (their only loss for the year).
Moey missed a number of rounds
with a broken foot but when he
returned he showed great
enthusiasm and put his natural left
foot to good use – in his year of club
soccer, I look forward to seeing how
good he can be next year.
Himanshu is a fantastic team player
who has the skills to play in the
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defensive wall or in the middle. He showed great energy with the ball in midfield, but perhaps got a little too excited
in front of goal after a long run.
Rodney showed loads of potential and knew how to put the ball into the back of the net. He is another that will learn
much from his first full year of club soccer. Omar played very well up front both as a starter and as a super sub scoring
some clutch goals when needed. Shane was another who came off the bench and played some valuable time on the
field with a great attitude growing into a fine player. When Abraham was good he was very good, but he just needs to
stay focused longer.
The training squad consisted of Darayat, Jaskaran, Khushi and Abdullah. I must say all 4 players have a very good
attitude to learning and improving and that is very positive. I was glad they all got the opportunity to get a taste of
playing on the field on a Saturday game and singing our victory song.
Throughout the season we just kept getting better and building in confidence that we would win the championship.
We knew we were playing a wonderful brand of soccer playing the ball out wide and the crossing it in for a shot on
goal. The attitude was good and we were ready for the finals.
The semi-final was an epic struggle where a howling wind really influenced the result. We played a valiant effort but
walked away beaten but not defeated – we were hungry to get back and play Wenty Uniting in the grand final. The
final against Newington was a game we expected to win and we certainly dominated and had multiple chances but
Newington scrambled forcing the game into extra time and then into a brutal penalty shoot-out. In the end was lost or
first game and last game of the year to Newington. Losing the final cut deep and I know we will use this as motivation
to push for success in division 1 next year.
Thank you to all the parents for your support, bringing the oranges and washing the shirts. It was not how we wanted
it to end….but it was a great year with many wonderful memories to cherish!
Coach Noel
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Under 14 Div 2
At the start of the season I took over as coach for the under 14s team as coach Stephen was overseas. We began
training with the boys and a win in a friendly match against the under 15s during training was encouraging.
That was all the preparation for the season before our first game at home which we lost and the second game away
we lost as well.
As coach, we tried out some new tactics they started to develop their
passing game and improve their movement of the ball.
I made Mohammad the captain for our third game which we won which
meant of the next 7 games we won 4, lost 2, and drew 1. This showed that
the boys were working hard and improving from training.
Our players have progressed quite impressively and are developing their
skills and mental understanding of the game. The games are played in a
good spirit and we hope to do better next year.
Thanks to the parents and the staff of the Granville Waratah SFC community
for their support.
Muctarr and Stephen

YOUTH 1 (Under 17 Div 1)
Last year we got knocked out in the final most of the team returned with a mission to complete unfinished
business…and win the Champion of Champions.
Note, due to the lack of under 17 and 18 teams, the two ages were joined to form Youth 1 and Youth team. We could
have recruited some 18 year olds but remained all under 17s as we wanted to represent the Association as the best
under 17s team in the Association, but more about that later. Just note we were playing teams with 18 year olds in
them.
Building on last year, we lost a couple of players but recruited well to fill any void. I
state this clearly now, this team is the most talented team I have ever coached. We
had strength all across the park and on the bench too.
With that we took a few games to get into our groove but once we did we looked
good… very good. So good I entered the team into the State Cup. We had a great run
losing only in the semi to the team that won the final the next game.
The day before the semi we played our best game of the season beating Pendle Hill they have only lost 2 games in 2 years… both time to us! Unfortunately we lost to them in the final, in a game where
we started slow and though we did manage to find our groove and get into the game throwing everything we had,
Pendo scrambled and refused to be breached. It was a disappointing way to end this season but at least we know we
are the best under 17s team!
Last year I challenged the team and said if we win the Champion of Champions, we will all go to Hawaii. I believe we
can do it and Operation Aloha starts 24 September 2017. Wish us luck… because after every win this season we very
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much enjoyed having a little party by singing our Victory song… so whilst we did not get to sing it at the beginning of
September, we aim to be singing it for five consecutive weeks until 22 October!
And being crowned the state’s best under 17s team.
Musawar, Ahmedz, Ali, Aloush, Omid, Mbachi, Rohith, Abz, Hadz, Frankie, Hasib,
Taw, Eray, Erin, Shams… and Baris ….and even Latifi. Yes we have had to give and
take, push and pull, counsel and even cop a dressing down but it has all been part
of the awesome journey.
I take this opportunity personally thank you for the great memories you have
provided this season. Be proud… but the best is yet to come.
Finally a special thank you to Cem, my Assistant Coach, who has been like a little
big brother to the lads and whose soccer IQ I have come to rely upon a lot.
Coach Noel
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ICONIC SOCCEROO MOMENTS REENACTMENT EXCLUSIVE!
As the Youth 1 team prepares for their Champion of
Champions Tournament, they took time out of their training
regimen to have a bit of fun as they pay tribute to their
Socceroo heroes…
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+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

2018 REGISTRATIONS
First 2 Saturdays after the school holidays.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

3rd and 10th February
also:
Mini-Roos Orientation Day
on
Tuesday 13th February 2018
11.00am - 1.00pm
at
ROBIN THOMAS RESERVE CLUB HOUSE
or REGISTER ON LINE!
See below for the web link

Spread the good news…Tell your friends to join the Mighty
Blue and Gold of the Granville Waratah Soccer Football Club

*** Always check our website for all the latest news and updates.
www.granvillewaratah.com.au

SEE YOU ALL NEXT YEAR!!
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